
                                     

 

   

Proiect Erasmus+:  2020-1-RO01-KA102-078788 

Beneficiar : COLEGIUL NATIONAL “ CHEORGHE VRANCEANU”, BACAU 

Scoala din Consortiu: Liceul Teoretic „Ion Borcea” Buhuși 

 

PORTOFOLIU MOBILITATE 

PAPHOS, CIPRU 

 

 

 

Perioada mobilitate: 15.06.2021-06.07.2021 

Tutore practica: Stelios Georgiou 

Participant: Sion Alin-Mihăiță 

 

DISCLAIMER: "The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not 

constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission 

cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein." 
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 Erasmus+ Project: 2020-1-RO01-KA102-078788 

 

Beneficiary : COLEGIUL NATIONAL “ GHEORGHE VRANCEANU”, BACAU 

School Consortium: „Ion Borcea” Theoretical High School 

Mobility portfolio Flow   

PAPHOS, CYPRUS 

 

Mobility period: 15.06.2021-06.07.2021 

Practice tutor: Stelios Georgiou 

Participant: Sion Alin-Mihăiță 

 

 

DISCLAIMER: "The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not 

constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission 

cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein." 
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Main Page 

The first thing you see is a banner, and under that banner you see some 
categories of products that are on sale.  

By clicking on those images you will be redirected to the page of that product or 
those products 

 



 

 

 

 

At the bottom of the page we have “See All” button (which redirects you to a 
page with all available products) and a search bar 

 

 

 



                

 

 

And the third to 
„tel:0742”------ (added just as an example) 

EVALUATIONS 
 

INITIAL EVALUATION: creating  2 HTML pages and inserting 2 images, a centred 
title and a 2-column text, using minimum 2 fonts and inserting 2 images in the 
start page and 1 button between the 2 pages. 
 

PRINT SCREEN-uri relevante pentru cerinta. 

 

  



 
INTERMEDIARY EVALUATION: creating an e-commerce site page in WordPress, 
including a company banner and logo. 
 
PRINT SCREEN-uri relevante pentru cerinta. 

 
  



 
FINAL EVALUATION: presenting the e-commerce site using the marketing 
techniques discussed. 
 
PRINT SCREEN-uri relevante pentru cerinta. 

 

OBS: Evaluarea finala este similara cu continut portofoliu. 

 

SALVATI DOCUMETUL WORD CU NUMELE:  PRODUS FINAL + NUME  ELEV +LICEU. 

 

EXEMPLU: PRODUS FINAL IONESCU IOANA-FERDINAND.DOCX 

INTRATI DIN NOU IN DOCUMENTUL CREAT SI SLAVATI CU ACELASI NUME  IN 
FORMAT     .PDF 

EXEMPLU : PRODUS FINAL IONESCU IOANA-FERDINAND.PDF 

 


